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Abstract—This paper presents an overall perspective on contemporary issues like wind power plants and grid integration. The purpose is to present and discuss the impacts of emerging new grid connection requirements on modern wind turbines. The grid integration issue has caused several new challenges to the wind turbine design and development. The survival of different wind turbine concepts and controls is strongly conditioned by their ability to comply with stringent grid connection requirements, imposed by utility companies. Beside its impact on the mechanical design and control of wind turbines, the grid integration aspect has also an effect on wind turbines’ role in the power system, on wind turbine technologies’ survival on the market, as well as on the wind turbines’ loads. Over the last years, it became obvious that there is an increasing need for design and research of wind turbines based on an integrated design and control approach.

Index Terms—control, grid integration, grid requirements, power system, wind power plants.

I. INTRODUCTION

THROUGHOUT the world, there is an increasing trend and demand of connecting large MW capacity wind farms to the transmission power system. The electrical power system thus becomes more vulnerable to and dependent on the wind energy production, and therefore there is an increased concern about the large wind turbines impact’s on grid stability.

This fact has challenged different wind turbine manufactures and initiated important research activity directed towards connecting and optimized integration of large wind farms within the electrical power grid.

Fig.1 sketches both an historic and a future perspective of the grid integration and wind turbines development. This figure provides an overall insight into this paper’s approach, and therefore it is referred and used over the whole paper to explain different central issues. Notice that before millennium change, the grid integration and the design of wind turbines were more or less two independent issues.

Fig. 1. Wind power plant and grid integration.

For example, in the 1980’ies, the wind turbines with a simple and robust design, typically fixed speed (with squirrel cage induction generator SCIG), fixed pitch and stall control predominated. They were connected directly to the low/medium voltage grid (i.e. distribution system) as simple passive components. At that time, the main power quality concern was to ensure that the voltage in the distribution grid was kept within an acceptable range – i.e. local power quality issue [1].

The high wind energy penetration into the power system over the years has influenced the focus on the power quality issues. In the last few years, the trend has moved from installations including few wind turbines connected to distribution system to large wind farms with capacity over hundreds of MW, connected directly to the transmission system. For example, in Denmark, two large offshore wind farms were connected directly to the transmission system in 2002 and 2003. One is the 160MW Horns Rev wind farm based on variable speed wind turbines with doubly-fed induction generators, while the other one is the 165MW Nysted wind farm based on fixed speed active stall wind turbines. Furthermore, two other wind farms of 215MW each, placed close to the previous mentioned, are planned to be operating already in 2009-2010. For such large wind farms the focus in the power quality is drawn toward large power system and wind power integration problem, where the power system control and stability issues are addressed – i.e. global power quality issue [1].

As shown in Fig.1, the wind turbine technology has been subjected to a continuous transformation. As well as becoming
larger, wind turbine designs were progressing from fixed-speed, stall-controlled and with drive trains with gearboxes, to pitch controlled, variable speed and with or without gearboxes. The wind turbine design objectives have also changed over the years from being convention-driven to being optimised-driven within the operating regime and market environment. The present general availability of low-cost power electronics increasingly supports the trend toward variable speed turbines.

II. GRID REQUIREMENTS

The connection of large wind turbines to the grid has a large impact on grid stability. The increased penetration of wind energy into the power system over the last decade has therefore led to serious concern about its influence on the dynamic behaviour of the power system. It has resulted in the power system operators revising and increasing the grid connection requirements in several countries. An overview of the national grid requirements in countries as Denmark, Ireland, Germany, Great Britain, Spain, Italy, USA and Canada is also provided in [2].

As sketched in Fig.1, the main attention in the grid requirements is drawn to the fault ride-through and power control capabilities of large wind farms.

A. Fault ride-through capability

The fault ride-through requirement has been imposed in order to avoid significant loss of wind turbine production in the event of grid faults. Up to 7-8 years ago, wind turbines were only required to be disconnected from the grid when a grid fault was detected, in order thus to avoid large inrush currents when the voltage recovered. However, with the increased capacity of wind power in the power system over the years, such a disconnection of wind turbines could generate control problems of frequency and voltage in the system, and as worst case a system collapse.

The fault ride-through capability addresses primarily the design of the wind turbine controller in such a way that the wind turbine is able to remain grid-connected during grid faults. The fault ride-through demand is also a challenge on how to recover the voltage after a grid fault. This is especially the case of wind turbines with squirrel cage induction generator which, by being kept connect to the grid during grid faults may require large currents to energize their induction generators, when the voltage returns after a while. This can lead to possible violation of grid codes and security standards.

The fault ride-through capability depends on the particular wind turbine technology. The early generation of wind turbines would disconnect from the grid even during quite small disturbances as they did not have any fault ride-through capability, in accordance with the grid codes that were valid at the time of their installation. Modern wind turbines, e.g. those with doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) are able to stay connected during and after the fault, if they are equipped with a frequency converter protection system. Furthermore, they are able to support the power system and even improve the behaviour of local wind turbines with conventional technology, if they are equipped with appropriate control for grid support [3].

A summary of the fault ride-through requirement in different national grid codes is given in TABLE I. Notice that some national grid codes e.g. Denmark and Ireland have specific fault ride-through requirements for distribution networks as well as for transmission ones, while other national grid codes have focus only on the transmission level. The voltage profiles in these national requirements are given specifying the depth of the voltage drop and the clearance time as well. In some of the grid requirements, as in Denmark, Ireland and Germany, the definition of the voltage profile is clearly specified regarding the type of the fault, i.e. symmetric or asymmetric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Voltage Level</th>
<th>Fault duration</th>
<th>Voltage drop level</th>
<th>Recovery time</th>
<th>Voltage profile</th>
<th>Reactive current injection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>DS 100 msec</td>
<td>25%Ur</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td>2, 3-ph</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS 100 msec</td>
<td>25%Ur</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td>1, 2, 3-ph</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>D7N/TS 625 msec</td>
<td>17%Ur</td>
<td>3 sec</td>
<td>1, 2, 3-ph</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>TS 150 msec</td>
<td>0%Ur</td>
<td>1.5 sec</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>TS 140 msec</td>
<td>19%Ur</td>
<td>1.2sec</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>TS 500 msec</td>
<td>20%Ur</td>
<td>1 sec</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Up to 100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>&gt; 35 kV</td>
<td>500 msec</td>
<td>0.3 sec</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>TS 625 msec</td>
<td>15%Ur</td>
<td>2.3 sec</td>
<td>generic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>TS 625 msec</td>
<td>15%Ur</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>TS 150 msec</td>
<td>0%Ur</td>
<td>0.18 sec</td>
<td>Positive-sequence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that there is a significant span in the fault ride-through requirements in different countries. For example, the fault duration varies from 100 msec (in Denmark) to 625 msec (in Ireland, USA and Canada), while the voltage drop level down varies between 25% to even 0% of the nominal value. The Ireland’s code is very demanding regarding the fault duration, while Denmark has the lowest fault duration with only 100msec. However, Denmark’s code requires the wind turbine to remain connected to the grid during successive faults. The German grid code requires the wind turbines to remain connected to the grid during voltage sags down to 0% from the rated voltage in the PCC for a duration of 150msec. Moreover, a reactive current injection up to 100% during fault is required, this requirement being also present in the Spanish grid code.

B. Power control capability

Besides fault ride-through capability, the Danish grid requirements address today also the power control ability of large wind farms. The power control ability means mainly that the wind turbines have to share, for shorter or longer periods, some of the duties carried out traditionally by conventional power plants, such as regulating active and reactive power and performing frequency and voltage control on the grid.

The power control capabilities requirements correspond basically to the wind farm controllers implemented for the two large Danish wind farms, namely 160MW Horns Rev wind
farm [4] and 165MW Nysted wind farm. These large wind farms are equipped with capable power control features with remote access. Even though they are consisting of different wind turbine concepts, having thus different dynamic response to the control request, their power control behaviour is quite similar.

As sketched in Fig.1, the power control requirements regard different power system control and stability aspects:

- **active power/frequency control** ability with focus on:
  - *primary control* – is a fast, automatic global adjustment of power to frequency.
  - *secondary control* – is a slower, automatic or manual regional regulation of the power to the power reference imposed by the system operator at any time.
- **reactive power/voltage control ability** with focus on voltage regulation and reactive power capability.
- **dynamic stability** with focus on the ability of wind farms to withstand some specific grid faults without being disconnected.

Modern wind farms have to provide advanced grid support [4], [5], such as the following different control functions, illustrated in Fig.2:

- **Balance control** – whereby the wind farm production can be adjusted downwards or upwards, in steps at constant levels.
- **Delta control** – whereby the wind farm is ordered to operate with a certain constant reserve capacity in relation to its momentary possible power production capacity.
- **Power gradient limiter** – which sets how fast the wind farm power production can be adjusted upwards and downwards.
- **Automatic frequency control** – whereby the wind farm must be able to produce more or less active power in order to compensate for a possible deviant behaviour in the frequency measured in the wind farm point of common coupling (PCC).
- **Reactive power control** – whereby the wind farm is required to produce or absorb a constant specific amount of reactive power.
- **Automatic voltage control** – whereby the wind farm automatically produces or consumes an amount of reactive power in order to control the voltage in the point of common coupling (PCC) of the wind farm.

The power system operators are not only requiring power plant characteristics for the wind turbines, but also development of suitable dynamic models to assess the wind generation impact on system stability. Such models play an important role in the design of national grid codes. Various wind turbine manufactures have also been challenged to initiate research activities directed towards connection and optimised integration of large wind farms within the electrical power grid. Risø-DTU National Laboratory has developed a dynamic simulation model for wind farms [1], [3], [6], including both wind farm controllers, individual wind turbine controllers and the dynamics of the wind turbines themselves.

Fig.3 illustrates the general structure of such wind farm model, which is similar to what is actually implemented in the Danish Horn Rev and Nysted farms. All the demands illustrated in Fig.2, can be imposed by the power system operator to the wind farm controller. The wind farm controller controls the power production from the whole wind farm by issuing instructions (power references) to each individual wind turbine, each of which having its own controller. These instructions are prepared based on the power system demands, measurements in PCC and on the received information from the wind turbines about the maximum amount of available power.

In the following, different aspects of the grid integration impacts on the wind turbine design and development are briefly discussed.

### III. WIND POWER PLANT STATUS

Basically, the grid codes require wind turbines to have an operational behaviour more similar to that of conventional generation capacity and more responsibility in network operation. The status of wind turbines is thus changing from being simple energy sources to having power plant status. This means that sooner or later, they will have to share some of the duties carried out today by the conventional power plants, namely behave as active controllable components [1] in the power system, i.e. regulating active and reactive power and performing frequency and voltage control on the grid – see Fig.2.
IV. WIND TURBINE CONCEPTS’ MARKET PENETRATION

Today, the wind turbines on the market have a variety of innovative concepts, with proven technology for both generators and power electronics [7]. The continuously increased and concentrated electrical penetration of large wind turbines into electrical power systems inspires the designers to develop both custom generators and power electronics, and to implement modern control system strategies [8].

The survival of different wind turbine technologies is strongly conditioned today by their ability to support the grid, to handle faults on the grid and to comply with the stringent requirements of power system operators.

The main role in meeting the technical demands of the grid operators is played today by the power electronics within the wind turbines and wind farms. The presence of power electronics leads to increased interest in variable speed concepts, i.e. variable speed wind turbine concept with partial-scale power converter (DFIG) and the variable speed concept with full-scale power converter. Today, these variable speed wind turbine concepts already have a substantial and increasing share of the wind power market [9]. Variable speed operation is attractive for wind turbines within wind farms for a number of reasons, including reduced mechanical stress, increased power capture, reduced acoustical noise and, not least, controllability, which is a prime concern for the grid integration of large wind farms. In the future, it seems that they still may dominate and be very promising wind technologies for large wind farms.

V. WIND TURBINE LOADS AND CERTIFICATION STANDARDS

A typical design basis analysis of wind turbine loads and lifetime includes today the distribution of fatigue loads and extreme loads for normal, start and shut-down operations. Besides these aspects, it could also be relevant to know how different the wind turbine loads caused by grid faults and by the fulfillment of the grid requirements are, compared to the wind turbines loads during standard shut-down operations.

The fulfillment of the grid requirements poses challenges for the design of both the electrical system and the mechanical structure of wind turbines. From an electrical point of view, these challenges imply development of advanced controllers of wind turbines adapted to fulfill the grid requirements. However, the design of such controllers, suitable to ensure the fulfillment of the grid requirements, requires also a better understanding of their influence on the wind turbines structural loads.

This issue has not been sufficiently investigated in the relevant literature. Up to now, no clarified knowledge and investigations, on how the fulfillment of the new grid requirements affects the wind turbine structural loads, exist. Some investigations have been initiated at Risø-DTU National Laboratory and described in [10]. They are very important in order to evaluate and define possible new directions in the certification process of future power plant wind turbines, namely wind turbines which participate actively in the stabilization of power systems.

Grid faults are basically experienced by the wind turbine as changes in the voltage at the generator terminal. This causes typically transients in the generator electromagnetic torque, which result in significant stress of the wind turbine mechanical system and may also have a detrimental effect on the drive train components, such as the gearbox. Practice experience indicates that grid faults have a very direct impact on drive train loads, but also impact on other loads could have high relevance. A focus directed to loads caused during grid fault operation can thus provide a more complete understanding of the loads distribution during the whole wind turbine lifetime.

Nowadays, analysis of wind turbine loads caused by grid faults is even more important especially in terms of lifetime of the wind turbines with regard to the fulfillment of the fault ride-through requirements. The continuous increase of wind turbine size and of wind energy penetration level into power networks, makes the presence of an advanced controller to become crucial in order to ensure fulfillment of the grid requirements and thus a better power system operation. Significant research has been and is currently done to develop advanced fault ride-through controllers. Nevertheless, the design of such advanced control schemes, that enable wind turbines to fulfill the grid requirements, requires a better understanding on the effects on the wind turbines loads, as no clarified knowledge and investigations on how the fulfillment of the new wind turbine grid codes affects the structural loads.

One should have in mind that the fast development of the wind energy industry implies a continuous revision not only of the grid connection requirements, but also of the certification standards. These standards have to specify the essential wind turbine design requirements to ensure the engineering integrity of wind turbines. They are at the moment not updated according to the progress of technology, knowledge and new grid connection requirements. IEC 61400-1 certification standard, (paragraph 7.4) [11], presents for example a list with different design situations and load cases (i.e. faults during normal or parking operation). Loss of the electrical power network, voltage/frequency ranges, voltage unbalance are specified, but not really dealt with in certification. IEC 61400-1 certification standard stipulates the wind turbines to be designed to withstand electrical faults and any other type of abnormal operating conditions that may occur in the grid, but it does not state requirements in terms of specific faults to be considered, leaving this task to the designer and the certifier of the wind turbine.

VI. CASE STUDY: GRID FAULTS IMPACT ON LOADS

In order to investigate the impact of grid faults on wind turbine loads, a simplified simulation scenario of a short circuit in a reduced wind power installation is performed.

In this respect, two complimentary simulation tools, namely Power Factory from DIgSILENT and HAWC2 (Horizontal Axis Wind turbine Code) are considered in this work. DIgSILENT is a dedicated electrical power system simulation tool used to model the dynamic behaviour of power systems and for assessment of power quality and analysis of wind turbines grid integration. HAWC2 is an aerelastic simulation code, developed at
Riso-DTU National Laboratory, used to model very detailed the aerodynamic and mechanical aspects in a wind turbine. By using these two simulation tools with complimentary abilities in the attempt to put them to work together to the extent that is possible, it is achieved a complete combination of structural dynamics and generator dynamics.

In this case study, DIgSILENT tool is used to simulate the grid fault and the electrical interaction between the wind turbine, while HAWC2 is used to simulate and analyze the structural loads of the wind turbine during the grid fault.

A 2MW active stall wind turbine is considered for the present study. It is equipped with a squirrel-cage induction generator, which is connected to a typical-medium voltage (MV) distribution network through a step-up transformer, as illustrated in Fig.4.

In order to quantify how the grid faults and grid codes fulfillment do affect the wind turbine loads and thus wind turbines lifetime, a statistical analysis of the fatigue and ultimate loads for the wind turbine has to be performed. In such analysis, the considered load cases should be according to the design load cases presented in the IEC standard [11]. This standard includes a comprehensive list of design situations for fatigue and ultimate load analysis.

The fatigue load analysis is presented in the following. It is based on load cases for normal operation, which according to [11], include 2 situations to be considered:

- **Power production (DLC1.2)**
  The IEC standard specifies here that, for each wind speed between cut-in and cut-out, six 10-minutes simulations with different turbulence seed have to be performed.

- **Power production with fault occurrence (DLC2.4)**
  The IEC standard specifies here that, for each wind speed between cut-in and cut-out, twelve 10-minutes simulations with different turbulence seed have to be performed.

In the present study, for each load situation, 10-minutes simulations are performed from 6m/s to 24m/s with a 2m/s step. A 20 years life-time is assumed and the probability of each wind speed is calculated based on the Weibull distribution. The turbulence intensity is for a Class A turbine (high turbulence). For the power production with fault occurrence situation, it is assumed that a number of 500 fault occurrences during 20 years is realistic.

The present fatigue analysis for the load situation with fault occurrence considers the following two cases:

- **Case1: Emergency stop** - when the wind turbine is immediately disconnected from the grid when a grid fault occurs - by ramping the pitch angle to minus 90 degrees with a slope of 8 deg/sec.

- **Case2: Fault ride-through** -when the wind turbine is equipped with a fault ride-through controller and it is therefore able to remain connected to the grid even during grid faults. The idea of such controller is that, when a grid fault is detected, the production power is reduced, i.e. to 20% of the rated power. After the fault is cleared and the voltage has recovered during at least 5 seconds, the power reference is again set to its rated value.

The interface signals between DIgSILENT and HAWC2 for these two cases are illustrated in Fig.5.

![Fig. 4. Simulation setup and interface signals.](Fig. 4. Simulation setup and interface signals.)

![Fig. 5. Interface signals (generator voltage and pitch angle) during grid faults](Fig. 5. Interface signals (generator voltage and pitch angle) during grid faults for Case 1 and Case 2.)
The ratio Case2/Case1 of the equivalent loads for the blade, tower and shaft of the turbine are shown in TABLE II.

Notice that for the considered case study and for the assumed fault occurrences of 500 in 20 years, there is no significant difference in the effect of emergency stop (Case 1) and fault ride-through operation (Case 2) on the fatigue loads for any of the sensors (blade flap moment, blade edge moment, tower top tilt moment, tower top yaw moment, tower bottom tilt moment, tower bottom side moment, shaft bending moment). As expected, the normal operation is dominant for fatigue loads. The fatigue load analysis shows thus that for the considered case study, the fulfillment of the grid requirements, i.e. fault ride-through requirement, does not influence the lifetime of the wind turbine more than the traditional emergency stop.

TABLE II
Equivalent loads for power production with fault occurrence
Case2/Case1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load sensor (1Hz eq. load)</th>
<th>Case2/Case1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blade flap moment</td>
<td>0.999999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade edge moment</td>
<td>0.999949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower top tilt moment</td>
<td>0.999996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower top yaw moment</td>
<td>1.000045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower bottom tilt moment</td>
<td>0.996970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower bottom side moment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft bending moment</td>
<td>0.999963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fatigue load analysis has been presented in this first place. A case study considering a fault occurrence during an extreme operating gust (EOG) is likely to show an increased loading and therefore an ultimate load analysis could also be relevant to perform. Such analysis will therefore be addressed in a coming paper, as a natural next step of the investigation. The first impression is, however, that a more probable effect of the fault ride-through requirement on the fatigue loads can be expected from such ultimate load analysis.

VII. INTEGRATED WIND TURBINE DESIGN

At the moment, the design and the research of wind turbines take place in specific dedicated simulation tools, which are specialised either in the mechanical design area or in the electrical design area regarding grid integration issues of wind turbines. Grid faults are for example typically simulated in dedicated power system simulation tools, based on detailed models for the electrical components of the wind turbine and of the grid, while structural loads of wind turbines are typically assessed in advanced aeroelastic computer codes, which take the flexibility of the tower, blades and other components of the wind turbines into account.

The expertise in these wind turbine design areas is thus built-up independently, with very specific focus and without any influence from one design area to another. In spite of this fact, practical experience shows that there is a considerable interplay between these design areas, which is necessary to take into account. It seems likely that the increased requirements regarding wind turbines response during grid faults may have significant influence on the structural loads of the wind turbine. In order to achieve a thorough insight and understanding on how grid fault affects the structure of the wind turbine itself, it is therefore necessary to use and combine, in an integrated way, knowledge from simulation tools, which have their expertise in such different specialised design areas for wind turbines, as illustrated in Fig.6.

The knowledge from different domains, i.e. electric design and control, mechanical design and power system integration, has to be accessed and combined in an integrated and dynamic way. These ideas are the background of two on-going research projects carried out at Risø-DTU National Laboratory, where different procedures for an integrated insight into both the structural as well as the electrical wind turbine dynamic are investigated [12]. In order to achieve such thorough insight the strengths of different complimentary simulation tools are combined, i.e. DIgSILENT, HAWC2 and Matlab – as illustrated in Fig.4. DIgSILENT has skills on detailed electrical modelling of the interaction between wind turbine and the electrical grid during grid fault, HAWC2 has skills on detailed aeroelastic and mechanical loads modelling of wind turbines, while Matlab has skills in design of control, respectively.

The combination of such complimentary tools can therefore provide a detailed insight into the structural as well as the electrical design and control and this is very important in order to quantify the loads’ impact on the wind turbines’ lifetime, during and after grid faults. Once the whole complex model is established, it is possible to investigate sequentially the whole integrated wind turbine design. The goal with such investigation is to get an overview of the whole system and eventually define new improvements for both the electrical and mechanical side of the wind turbine.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The development of wind power the last 30 years in Denmark has caused a steadily increased concern on the influence that wind power has on the power system.

The increased penetration of wind power in the power system, challenges continuously both the transmission system operators and the wind turbine manufactures all over the world. In a general perspective, this paper presents all these challenges involved and some possible solutions, with focus on power system and wind turbine technology development.
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